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Americanization of Web-Based Political Communication? A Comparative Analysis of Political Blogospheres in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany

Ki Deuk Hyun

Abstract

Political blogging provides a useful testing ground for the thesis of Americanization effects of new media technology that emerged in the United States and spread internationally. This study examined the network of hypertext links to top political blogs in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany. The U.S. blogging network showed higher interconnectedness than did the U.K. and German networks, and was more highly fragmented along the lines of political differences. This study presents the relationships among the new communication form, its international diffusion, and the role of indigenous conditions affecting its adoption.
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New media technology has generated sharp debates about its power to disrupt existing relations and structures in national and international communication. Given this transformative potential, two major themes stand out in the current discussion. First, due to
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its border-crossing capability, new technology is considered a driving force behind the Americanization, or global convergence, of the media, steering them toward the form and practice originating in the United States. Others oppose this homogenization scenario, arguing that the transnational diffusion of culture and media is a process of interaction between the local and the foreign. They emphasize the active role of indigenous cultures and systems in reshaping imported forms and integrating them with already existing practices to meet their own national needs.  

Second, the decentralizing features of new media technology, represented by the Internet, have raised expectations that it may undermine elite dominance in traditional communication platforms and revitalize the public sphere for citizen deliberation and participation.

Political blogging provides a useful testing ground for these arguments because it emerged and is popularized as a citizen-based alternative to U.S.-institutionalized media, and subsequently spread internationally. Discourse about political blogs, however, is largely centered in the United States, causing theoretical concerns about either false generalizations that extend the idiosyncratic experience of an individual country to others or, conversely, false particularizations that misinterpret the common experience as particular. To address that limitation, this study compares the political blogging communities of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany.

The current research considered not only cross-national commonalities and national particularities, but also the democratizing effects of new media. Scholars have noted that actor relationships involved in the news production and circulation of traditional media represent domination and subordination in a society, which symbolically supports reproduction of the existing power structure. Some authors claim political blogging weakens the extant configuration by developing a collectivity of egalitarian and conversational relationships, often called the political blogosphere.

To determine the nature of relationships formed in the political blogosphere, this study employs a social network approach. Because hypertext links, commonly shortened to hyperlinks, function as the chief instruments to signal and maintain communicative relations among bloggers, this research explores the network structures of hyperlinks formed in the political blogospheres of three countries. Specifically, it examined whether and to what extent the three political blogospheres constitute cohesive, egalitarian, and conversational venues for political discourse through the analysis of (1) network density (the extent to which bloggers are interconnected to each other through hyperlinks), (2) network centralization (the extent to which blogger relations are egalitarian in hyperlink exchange), and (3) network subgroup density (the extent to which bloggers are engaged in crosscutting conversations through hyperlink exchanges with politically opposing bloggers).

**Political Communication Cultures and Blogging**

Initial observations indicate the relative prominence of the U.S. blogging community, compared to those of the United Kingdom and Germany. This unparalleled development seems to relate to structural and cultural factors—political, journalistic, and
technological—of the three countries. Comparative media studies have explored how these factors affect the form and practice of political communication. Focusing on the relative “discretionary power” or autonomy of the media from state and political institutions, scholars have suggested two distinct cultures of political communication in Western democracies: “mediatized or media-centered culture” and “politicized or party-centered culture.”

News media in the mediatized culture function mainly as a mediating zone of competing political interests, relatively distant from the loci of political power. On the other hand, news outlets in the politicized culture have aligned their editorial directions with specific political groups and parties.

Although this distinction is not a clear-cut dichotomy, and a transnational trend toward a media-centered culture has been noted, comparative scholars have documented the United States as the most mediatized culture, whereas Germany belongs to a politicized alternative, and Great Britain is located between the two. This study assumes that two different cultures either facilitate or hinder specific patterns of adoption and use of new media for political communication, including political blogs. First, the political system underpinning the mediatized U.S. culture emphasizes greater citizen participation and interaction than does the politicized culture of Germany. This participatory model of democracy values citizen involvement in the whole process of politics, including “agenda-setting, deliberation, legislation, and policy implementation.” On the contrary, the representative model of democracy in Germany stresses the role of political organizations as institutional linkages to competing social groups over direct citizen participation in the political process.

This contrast develops the distinctive attitudes and uses of new media as communicative tools in politics. The “digital democracy” debate in the United States, for example, centers on the potential of new media technology to reinvigorate and implement direct democracy, whereas the debate in Germany revolves around the opportunity new media bring to enhance the efficiency of established political institutions for public relations and internal communication. In this sense, the idea of electronic democracy is an “American exception” associated with a political context in which direct citizen participation is promoted. Popularizing political blogs in the United States as a new platform for both horizontal and vertical communication, unmediated by institutional media, should be understood within this particular political setting.

Second, the primacy of media logic in a media-centered culture places greater emphasis on the role of the news media in the public sphere. A mediatized culture cultivates a pragmatic journalistic culture in which journalists make their news judgments according to professional or organizational goals. In a politicized culture, journalists are more likely to take sacerdotal attitudes representing the goals and perspectives of political institutions. Consequently, the perception of powerful media breeds greater concerns about media performance in the media-centered culture, relative to the party-centered culture. In the United States, journalism and the media in general are often singled out as the main villains in the crisis of participatory democracy. Accordingly, public trust in media institutions is lower in the United States, compared with Western European countries belonging to politicized cultures.
Academic and popular discourses thrive in the United States regarding alternatives to the mainstream media, such as public journalism. Against this backdrop, political blogging in the United States is claimed to be a new form of citizen journalism challenging the “corrupted” mainstream media.

Third, the different technocultural histories of the three countries develop distinctive expectations about the role of new media technology in political communication. Hagen contrasts technological optimism in the United States and technological pessimism in Germany. Since the beginning of the United States, he argues, technology has been considered an instrument for democracy and freedom. The country’s Founding Fathers understood “the creation of the republic as the creation of a government technology.” On the contrary, Hagen continues, the German public maintains suspicion about media technology that served the Nazi dictatorship as a device of propaganda and control. Therefore, he concludes, Americans anticipate a more active role from new media as a “technological fix” to problems arising from current political and media systems.

On the other hand, the political and media culture of Great Britain reveals mixed characteristics of both the U.S. mediatized and German politicized cultures. Politically, Great Britain has a multiparty system like other Western European countries, but its politics is organized around the two major centrist parties, as is U.S. politics. Ideologically, Great Britain’s left–right political spectrum is relatively narrow, showing the least support for extremist parties, such as communist and far-right parties, among the Western European countries.

Regarding media culture, Great Britain has developed forms and practices similar to those found in America, and they are therefore often grouped together as an “Anglo-American” or a “liberal” model of journalism, which emphasizes journalistic neutrality and fact-oriented reporting style. However, like German newspapers, British newspapers tend to have partisan ties with specific political parties in their editorial positions and readership bases, which distinguishes themselves from the U.S. press. British intermediary culture is observed in the development of political blogging. Although U.K. political blogging started later than its American counterpart, it began to integrate into an important element of the emerging “political information process” involving both traditional and new media. The growing influence of British political blogging in political communication contrasts with the relatively slow growth of the German political blogosphere, which some have observed as still being “under construction.”

**Political Blogging as Community**

One major consequence of the popularization of political blogging in the mediatized United States, and to a lesser degree in the United Kingdom, is that it could foster the emergence of shared identity among bloggers. A strong blogging community helps facilitate the differentiation of political blogging as a new subsystem of political communication. Political blogging is attaining the status of a “budding occupation
community” in which members share the norms and values of doing similar activities.\textsuperscript{23} Shared identity develops when members inside a specific communal boundary admit particular organizational characteristics and those outside recognize the legitimacy of those properties.\textsuperscript{24} Anecdotal observations indicate that in the United States, political blogging has achieved considerable inside-community identity and outside-community recognition of its legitimacy. For instance, there are many blogging conferences and symposia, discussions of norms and values about political blogging are abundant, bloggers have been granted some legal protections, and politicians and the media have begun to accept the unique function of blogs.\textsuperscript{25} As a networked community, U.S. political bloggers undermine dominance by the mainstream news media in the agenda-setting process.\textsuperscript{26} This identity distinguishing bloggers from other communication actors is predicted to lead to greater interaction among its members, which should manifest itself in dense interconnection among its members in a network.

**H1:** The U.S. political blogging network will show a higher density than the British and German political blogging networks.

**Political Homophily and Blogging**

Social scientists have uncovered the general human tendency to establish social and communicative relations on the basis of the similarity of key attributes among social actors, a predisposition known as homophily. Such inclination increases the efficiency of communication, fostering trust and mutuality in social exchange and interaction.\textsuperscript{27} This homophily tendency was found to cause fragmentation of the U.S. blogosphere along the bloggers’ political differences.\textsuperscript{28} Since homophily is a general human predisposition, political bloggers of the three countries are expected to make more hyperlinks to politically like-minded bloggers than those having opposing orientations.

**H2:** Within-subgroup density will be greater than between-subgroup density across the three countries’ blogging networks.

Although homophily is taken as a norm in making social and communicative ties, the nature of social fabrics in particular countries also affects the extent to which different groups interact with each other. Both political and media factors in the United States might shape their political blogging networks as mainly partisan venues. The two-party majoritarian system of the United States makes political distinctions between the governing and the opposition party much easier than in the multiparty consensus systems of European countries.\textsuperscript{29} Because the winning party monopolizes power in a majoritarian system, the political stakes of electoral outcomes would be greater than in consensus systems like that of Germany, where governance by power sharing is common in the form of coalition.

Sharp political rivalries in two-party majoritarian politics, therefore, are likely to increase the need for homophily in communication to avoid psychological and social
discomfort. In fact, Americans are less likely to engage in political talks with those holding opposing political views as compared to people from other countries, including Great Britain and Germany. In addition, the objectivity model of journalism, assuming the news media as neutral mediators, flourishes in mediatized cultures like that of the United States. This information-oriented journalism culture leaves a media niche for highly partisan and opinionated expressions outside the mainstream media, ready for political blogging to fill. Based on these political and media factors specific to the United States, the third hypothesis predicts,

**H3:** Within-subgroup density will be greater in the U.S. political blogging network than in the British and German political blogging networks.

**Equality in the Political Blogging Community**

The size and duration of a community accelerates the process of hierarchization among its members. When a network has many members, it is almost impossible for those who belong to evaluate each other’s qualities through direct contact and interaction. Therefore, an individual’s judgment about a specific actor greatly relies on social cues from the others, which amplifies status differences among community members. On the web and in the blogosphere, a similar tendency has been observed in the so-called “power law” distribution of incoming links, with very few sites receiving huge numbers of incoming links and most having only a few. The length of time accelerates this inequality in attracting incoming links. As a network grows over time, the older sites get disproportionally more chances of being linked to than do newer ones, with the consequence of “the rich getting richer.” Because the U.S. blogging network emerged earlier and has more members than the U.K. and German networks, the prediction in the next hypothesis is for greater inequality in the exchange of hyperlinks in the U.S. blogosphere, compared with the two European counterparts.

**H4:** The U.S. political blogging network will show higher centralization than the British and German political blogging networks.

**Method**

This study employed the social network method to analyze network structures of political blogs of the three countries. A network refers to a specific structure, consisting of actors or nodes connected by particular relationships or lines. These relationships can represent various forms of actor interaction, communication, and interdependency, such as kinship, friendship, and exchange of materials, ideas, or emotions. Especially relevant to the present study, network analysis is a useful tool for examining the power relations, stratification, and group formation within a structure through the analysis of asymmetric ties made among actors.
Sampling

To collect the most linked to political blogs of each country, purposive sampling was employed using multiple blog-ranking sites. Wikio News (www.wikio.com), a news and blog aggregator, was the main website for selecting top blogs because it was the only site ranking the political blogs of all three countries. The site updates the top 100 political blogs of each country monthly, based on the number of incoming links each blog receives from other blogs. This study used the November 2008 rankings, comparing them with those from other blog-ranking sites to check reliability. Although no perfect match was found, there was considerable correspondence among the rankings of these sites. For instance, the same eight U.S. blogs made top-ten lists on both wikio.com and technorati.com, another well-known ranking site. Because wikio.com, like others, missed some top bloggers included in other ranking sites, the researcher checked the political blog rankings of technorati.com and truthlaidbear.com down to the top 30, adding 13 blogs ranked in either of the two sites but excluded in wikio.com. After removing seven blogs from the original wikio.com ranking of incomplete archives, 106 U.S. political blogs were ultimately selected.

A similar sampling strategy was used to select the U.K. and German political blogs. Because no other website provided an extensive ranking list for U.K. political blogs, British bloggers’ online voting for top political blogs complemented British Wikio News (wikio.co.uk).35 In the case of Germany, two additional blog-ranking sites other than German Wikio News (wikio.de) were identified: topblogs.de and bloggeramt.de. Because network measures are highly sensitive to the number of nodes in a network, the quantities of blogs in the three countries were made equal for cross-national comparability. Consequently, additional British and German blogs were added from the complementary sampling sources to produce the same number of 106 blogs, yielding a total of 318 blogs combined.36

The time frame for sampling was two randomly selected constructed weeks from 2008. Because political blogging generally operates as an activity following and reacting to the daily news cycle, this method, which is the most efficient for sampling daily newspapers, was chosen.37 Archived blog posts from the sampled days were used to obtain hyperlinks for the network analysis. This study analyzed hyperlinks, appearing within posts of each blog and directed to the other 105 blogs in the sample.

Coding. Each blog was coded in terms of its political orientation and organizational affiliation. Organizational affiliation was decided based on the presence and absence of bloggers’ official ties with specific organizations, with four broad categories: (1) citizen, (2) news media-affiliated, (3) political party-affiliated, and (4) other. Citizen blogs were those having no official ties with any established organizational entities, whereas news-media-affiliated blogs referred to in-house blogs of traditional and online-only news media. Political-party-affiliated blogs were those with official connections to party organizations or politicians. The category of “other” was reserved for blogs having official relationships with other forms of social organizations.
Political orientation of the blog was determined according to the blogger’s self-claimed political or party affiliation. When self-claimed identification was not available on the blog, coders examined blog rolls designating bloggers’ political orientations and the bloggers’ political stands appearing in their posts. The decision was based on their (1) support of specific parties and programs (e.g., support of the Greens of Germany and their proenvironment party program), (2) support of specific politicians and their policy stands (e.g., support of a U.S. presidential candidate—either Barack Obama or John McCain—and his issue positions), and (3) support of a broad left–right political ideology (e.g., support of state intervention in the market).

Different party systems were also considered: the two-party system of the United States versus the multiparty systems of Germany and the United Kingdom. Categorizations for the political orientations of U.S. bloggers were (1) political left, (2) political right, and (3) nonaligned. In Great Britain, the Labour Party and the Conservative Party represent the left–right ideology of British politics, respectively. Because the third party, the Liberal Democrats (Lib Dems), occupies a relatively independent presence both in British parliament and in the blog sample for this study, it was classified as a separate category. Therefore, categorizations for U.K. bloggers were (1) political left, (2) political right, (3) Lib Dems, and (4) nonaligned. In Germany, the political spectrum is much wider than in U.S. and U.K. politics, having a broader range from far-left to far-right groups. Therefore, German bloggers’ political orientations were classified according to their party affiliation, such as the Christian Democratic Union (CDU), the Social Democratic Party (SPD), the Free Democratic Party (FDP), the Greens, or the Left Party (PDS). This classification of bloggers’ political orientation was used to test \(H_2\) to demonstrate the different natures of political party configurations and their relations to the composition of political blogospheres of the three countries.

For the test of \(H_3\), bloggers’ political orientations were reduced to either political right or political left, considering the party coalition patterns in the two European countries. Although the two European countries have multiparty systems, mainstream parties and their coalitions dominate both politics and blogospheres. Thus, those blogs either having no clear political leanings or representing minor-party perspectives outside the mainstream politics of each country, such as far-left or far-right groups, were excluded. After this process, the forty most linked to blogs were selected, representing the two mainstream political orientations of each country: political right and political left.

Two coders examined the U.S. blogs. Scott’s \(\pi\) coefficient was .92 for political orientation and 1.0 for organizational affiliation. Two U.S. graduate students fluent in German and majoring in German studies coded all the German blogs. Scott’s \(\pi\) was .89 for political affiliation and .96 for organizational affiliation. To determine political orientations of the U.K. blogs, the researcher used a British blogger directory listing bloggers’ political affiliations.\(^{38}\) Two coders checked the organizational affiliations, and Scott’s \(\pi\) was .96.
Network analysis. Each political blog was regarded as a node, and a hyperlink appearing within every blog post as a line. A total of 11,188 posts were explored for the U.S. network, 3,764 for the U.K. network, and 2,405 for the German network. The network software program UCINET 6 was used to compute density for H1, subgroup density for H2 and H3, and centralization for H4. Density is an index to measure average tie strength among nodes in a network, or the extent to which nodes are connected to one another. Similarly, subgroup density refers to the average tie strength present in predefined subgroups of nodes in a network. In this study, subgroups were determined according to categories used to code blogs’ political orientations and subgroup density measured the extent to which bloggers link to both other politically like-minded blogs (within-subgroup density) and politically different blogs (between-subgroup density). Last, centralization measures the overall equality of relations among nodes, or the extent to which only a few nodes are central or prominent among all nodes in a given network.

Results

Before comparing network structures, political and organizational affiliations of the blogs were examined. First, the U.S. blogosphere reflected the characteristics of a two-party system, while at the same time a mediatised culture with a relatively strong presence of media-affiliated blogs. In terms of political orientations, conservative blogs were the most common (n = 55), followed by liberal (n = 27) and nonaligned blogs (n = 24). A majority of nonaligned blogs was media affiliated (n = 20), such as The Caucus of the New York Times. Organizationally, citizen blogs were the dominant type (n = 75), while the rest were affiliated with either news media (n = 28) or other organizations (n = 3). The selected blogs made a total of 2,759 hyperlinks to each other and received 25.8 links on average (SD = 38.5). The five most linked to blogs were Hot Air (n = 201), Huffington Post (n = 177), Talking Points Memo (n = 166), Daily Kos (n = 135), and Ben Smith blogging for Politico (n = 117).

U.K. political blogs represented a right–left spectrum of British politics: political right (n = 44), political left (n = 39), and Lib Dems (n = 7). The remaining blogs (n = 16) were politically nonaligned. In organizational affiliations, citizen blogs were the most common (n = 81), followed by political-party-affiliated blogs (n = 13), news-media-affiliated blogs (n = 11), and other (n = 1). A total of 482 hyperlinks occurred in the network, and the U.K. blogs averaged 4.51 incoming links (SD = 6.76). The five most linked to blogs were Iain Dale (n = 48), Conservative Home (n = 32), Guy Fawkes (n = 25), LibDem Voice (n = 18), and Spectator Coffee House (n = 18).

Last, the German blogosphere mirrored its multiparty system, with blogs of such diverse political orientations as SPD (n = 17), FDP (n = 10), Green Party (n = 10), PDS (n = 4), CDU (n = 3), and other minor parties (n = 4). Some blogs without self-claimed party affiliations leaned toward the right (n = 9) or left side of German politics (n = 10), and others were politically uncommitted (n = 39). Organizationally, citizen blogs were
most common \((n = 72)\), but blogs affiliated with political parties also had a relatively strong presence \((n = 25)\), apparently reflecting the German politicized culture. The rest belonged to either news media \((n = 5)\) or other types of organizations \((n = 4)\). German bloggers made a total of 128 hyperlinks and attracted 1.21 links \((SD = 2.32)\) on average. Only three blogs had more than five incoming links: Netzpolitik \((n = 17)\), Nach Denk Seiten \((n = 12)\), and Red Blog \((n = 6)\).

**H1** predicted that the U.S. blogging network would have a greater density than the British and German blogging networks, reflecting a greater sense of community identity among bloggers. As expected, the U.S. network had the greatest density \((.246)\), which meant an average of .246 ties made for every possible pair of blogs in the network. Density of the U.K. network was .043, whereas density of the German network was .012.\(^{40}\) Because the higher densities of the U.S. network might reflect more frequent posts of American blogs \((n = 11,188)\) than those of British \((n = 3,764)\) or German blogs \((n = 2,405)\), the average number of hyperlinks made by the three countries’ blogs was compared. Accounting for differences in the total number of posts, American bloggers still made more hyperlinks per post \((.247)\) than either the British \(.(128)\) or German bloggers \(.(053)\). **H1** was supported.

**H2** predicted that within-subgroup density would be higher than the between-subgroup density across the three countries. Supporting the hypothesis, bloggers of the three countries generally made more hyperlinks to politically like-minded bloggers than to bloggers from competing groups. Table 1 summarizes subgroup densities of the U.S. network from the subgroups of political blogs in row positions to those in the column positions. Using density of the overall U.S. network \(.(246)\) as a cutting point to decide the presence or absence of subgroup relationships, density values tended to be higher along the diagonal, which meant that across all groups there was a greater tendency toward within-group connections than between-group ties. A similar tendency toward political homophily in making hyperlinks emerged in both the U.K. (see Table 2) and German blogospheres (see Table 3).\(^ {41}\)

**H3** predicted that the U.S. network would show the greatest within-subgroup density among the networks of the three countries. Because there is no direct test in network analysis comparing the subgroup densities across different networks, the researcher compared the ratios of the within-group to between-group densities by dividing the former by the latter for each blogging network. For cross-national comparability, the forty most linked to blogs were selected, representing the two broad
political orientations in each country: political right and political left. U.S. blogs on average had the highest ratio of linking to their own political group than to others (8.49), German blogs had the lowest ratio (2.83), and again U.K. blogs were in the middle (3.07). H3 was supported.

Finally, H4 predicted that the U.S. political blogging network would show greater centralization and less equality than the British and German blogging networks. Centralization scores range from 0 if all 106 blogs in a network had the same number of incoming links, to 1 if one dominant blog attracted all incoming links and the remaining 105 blogs received no incoming links at all. All three networks showed considerably high levels of centralization, indicating that a small number of blogs attracted most of the hyperlinks. The German network had the highest centralization (.938), followed by the U.K. (.915) and U.S. networks (.878), although the differences were relatively small. H4 was rejected.42

Discussion
This cross-national comparison of political blogging networks illuminates the relationships among a new communication form, its international diffusion, and the role
of indigenous conditions affecting the adoption of the new form. One major theme in international communication has been the hegemony of the U.S. media and the transnational homogenization of communication practices and cultures as a consequence. New media technology intensifies this Americanization fear because of its deterritorializing potential when moving across national borders. Indeed, blogging originated in the United States and spread to the United Kingdom and Germany. Findings of the current research, however, suggest that systems and cultures particular to individual nations relate to different patterns of the adoption and use of the new form, although they do not concretely identify a causal relationship.

Political systems and journalism cultures in the United States, and to a lesser degree in the United Kingdom, might provide more fertile ground for political blogging than in Germany. Emphasis on direct citizen participation in the United States can nurture a culture of technology-aided “self-publishing” like political blogging for both citizen–citizen and citizen–government interactions. Popularization of blogging in the United States is expected to facilitate the differentiation of blogging as a subsystem of political communication from the media and political party communication, with a subsequent rise in inside-community identity shared by bloggers. The present study supports this argument by showing that U.S. political bloggers make more hyperlinks to each other than do bloggers of the two European countries.

In addition, the institutional linkage between news media and governing institutions, distinguished as a mediatized and politicized culture, was related to the practice of blogging across countries. The mediatized culture involves more autonomous and interventionist media actors in the public sphere, relative to the party-oriented culture. The distance between the press and political power manifested in the objectivity model of journalism might create a bigger media niche for highly opinionated and partisan expression in the United States than in the United Kingdom and Germany. This research provides evidence that American bloggers have a stronger tendency to make hyperlinks to politically like-minded bloggers, making the U.S. blogosphere a zone clearly more isolated along political differences than its U.K. and German counterparts.

In sum, the results indicate that national particularities of the three countries have continued relevance for explaining differences in political blogging activity. They support the view that diffusion and adoption of foreign forms and practices is neither a linear nor hierarchical process. As Hallin and Mancini emphasize, “Where European countries have borrowed American innovations, they have done so for reasons rooted in their own economic and political processes, often modifying them in significant ways.” Comparative media research, therefore, should consider the transnational process as a multidimensional one in which national systems and cultures are being reconfigured, but still play a key role in defining local transformations, adoptions, and hybridizations of communication forms and practices.

In addition, the results serve as a reminder to reexamine the argument that new media should democratize relations and structures of political communication. Rather, network features commonly found in the three political blogospheres represent highly
insulated social networks of politically like-minded people. Also, linking patterns point to the fact that blogospheres are not as egalitarian as expected. These results challenge the popular belief that political blogging would constitute an egalitarian and conversational venue of citizen discussion and deliberation.

Study limitations should be noted. The blogging networks analyzed represent only small portions of those in the three countries. Because the selected political blogs were the most prominent ones in each country, they may not reveal behaviors typical of average blogs. Another limitation is related to the purposive sampling employed in the present study. For cross-network comparability, the same number of blogs was selected from each country, possibly including more British and German blogs that might not qualify as top blogs. Although the researcher attempted to address this problem by performing additional analyses using different sample sizes, those efforts did not completely remove the possibility that sampling method might have affected network measures found in the study. In this respect, the current research is exploratory rather than conclusive. When a more sophisticated sampling strategy is available in future research, taking into account sizes of blogging populations, we might have more compelling evidence regarding the influences of different political communication cultures on the composition of individual countries’ blogospheres.

Finally, the timing of this study merits another caution. In 2008, the United States held a presidential election, while the two European countries did not hold comparable elections. The U.S. presidential election might have facilitated both more active blogging and severe partisan division in the U.S. blogosphere. Future research might consider whether a specific political context like elections can affect the activities and network structures of blogs.
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Notes


25. Lowrey, “Mapping the Journalism-Blogging Relationship.”


31. Lowrey, “Mapping the Journalism-Blogging Relationship.”


36. A list of the 318 blogs is available on request.


40. Additional analyses were conducted, varying the number of sampled blogs (e.g., top 10, top 20, etc.), to see whether sample sizes affected the result. Across all comparisons, the U.S. network had higher density than the U.K. and German networks. Also, densities of the larger U.S. samples tended to be greater than those of smaller U.K. and German samples. For instance, to reach a similar level of density to all 106 U.S. blogs (.246), the number of U.K. bloggers should be reduced to about the top 20 blogs (.276). Even when reducing the number of German blogs to the top 10, its density (.144) did not reach the level of all 106 U.S. blogs.

41. The German network showed more complex patterns of between-group connections than did the U.S. and U.K. networks, with frequent ties among bloggers who belong to different political groups but share similar political ideologies. For instance, the CDU bloggers and FDP bloggers, belonging to center-of-right political groups on the country’s ideological spectrum, had stronger connections to each other than they did to other political groups.

42. To check the potential influence of sample size on this finding, the researcher varied sample sizes and compared their centralization scores. Across all comparisons, the two European networks tended to have higher centralization scores than the U.S. network.
However, the results require more cautious interpretation. Reducing sample sizes had a greater impact on the U.S. network than on the U.K. and German networks. As the number of samples decreased, the U.S. centralization scores dropped more noticeably than did the other two countries’ scores. This result seems to suggest more sampling of the top blogs from the U.S. network compared with the U.K. and German networks. In general, relationships among blogs should become more equal as fewer blogs are included in the sample. However, the two European networks, especially the German network, did not reduce the inequality gap as much as the U.S. network did with the decrease of sample sizes. This pattern indicates that the two European networks had much more inequality among blogs even in the much smaller samples, which implies there are more top blogs, having similar status, in the U.S. sample than in the other two samples. However, this possibility can be tested only when the blogs are sampled in a proportional way relative to the sizes of the blogging populations of the three countries.

44. Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism; Robertson, “Glocalization.”